Dear Reader,

We are pleased to introduce Volume IV, Issue 3 of *Journal of Law and the Biosciences* (JLB). *JLB* is a peer-reviewed, open access interdisciplinary academic journal advancing scholarship and fostering dialogue on a broad set of topics involving law and the biosciences from reproductive technologies, to big data, to innovation policy.

This issue includes 3 original articles and 2 essays exploring some of these complex issues: In 'Paving the road to personalized medicine' Lori Knowles, Westerly Luth and Tania Bubela conduct a comprehensive review of the regulatory, intellectual property and reimbursement challenges that surround personalized medicine and elaborated policy recommendations.In 'Trust Women to Choose', Imogen Goold\'s gives a a Response to Professor John A. Robertson\'s 'Egg Freezing and Egg Banking: Empowerment and Alienation in Assisted Reproduction?', which had explored oocyte preservation as an experimental treatment.Christi J Guerrini, Amy L McGuire, Mary A Majumder, Juli M Bollinger, and Paul J Rowan, present a qualitative study about the concerns that constraining gene patent protection could drive innovators to protect their discoveries as trade secrets.In his essay, Jacob Sherkow provides an ELSI review of Patent Protection for CRISPR.Finally, Christopher Slobogin\'s essay 'Neuroscience Nuance', dissects the relevance of Neuroscience in Adjudicating Criminal Culpability.

Peer commentaries allow us to encourage ongoing dialogue about issues at the intersection of law and the biosciences. This issue contains two commentaries to Gerben Meynen\'s article on brain-based mind reading by Lisa Claydon and Walter Glannon. A response by the author will be forthcoming in our next issue. It also contains two commentaries to César Palacios-González and María de Jesús Medina-Arellano\'s article on Mitochondrial Replacement Techniques and Mexico\'s Rule of Law by Rebecca Dimond and Sandra Gonzalez Santos along with a response by the authors, which elaborates on recent developments and new information available on this area. Finally, a peer commentary on Michael J. Saks et al. 'Forensic Bitemark Identification: Weak Foundations, Exaggerated Claims', by Leslie Haller and Richard Souviron, discusses how bite mark analysis is not the same as bite mark comparison or matching or identification.

Allison Hoffman provides a review of 'The New Eugenics: Selective Breeding in an Era of Reproductive Technologies' by Judith Daar, which focuses on the role of insurers. Finally, our issue also includes four notes and development pieces from Stanford students, exploring DIY Biohacking, Genetic Variants of Uncertain Significance in Clinical Practice and Universal DNA databases.

Our next issue will 'publish' in April, but we post new articles and commentaries on an ongoing basis, so please keep visiting our site and subscribe to our email service announcing advance online publications (registration with Oxford Journals is free.)
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